So how did we get here?
A brief history of the internet in 10 simple slides.
Hi!

If you are one of the millions of children who love LEGO products and want to know all about them and about the company that makes them - you have come to the right place.

On this site we will gather all the fun and information that we think you may be looking for.

In the LEGO Group, we always focus on the child and his or her needs and interests. You are simply our V.I.P. - our most important person. Therefore, we have made this site primarily for you.

However, we also welcome parents, relatives, LEGO enthusiasts and everybody else who want to know something about the LEGO Group and our products - you, too, may find bits and pieces of useful information as you go along.

We will continue developing this site, just as we will, of course, update and add to it, whenever we have new, relevant information to share with you.

To join the "LEGO Surfer Club", just click the LEGO figure "Surfer Club". Member benefits are free downloads of Wallpapers, Screensavers and Wallclips.

Have fun!
Seuss and Sensibility
A "new" book from Seuss? Why, yes, it's the truth! *Gerald McBoing Boing*, published briefly in 1951, has made its return to print, reminding us of the timeless appeal of the late Theodor Geisel's whimsical stories. To celebrate its republication--and its author's birthday--we've opened a [Dr. Seuss Store](https://www.amazon.com). You'll find everything from educational software to music to fun videos for the whole family.

More from Our Stores:
- [Dr. Seuss Memorabilia in zShops](https://www.amazon.com)
- Bestselling Children's Books
- Bestselling Children's Music
- Bestselling Kids & Family Videos
Drupal.org is the official website of **Drupal**, an open source **content management platform**.

Equipped with a powerful blend of features, Drupal supports a variety of websites ranging from personal weblogs to large community-driven websites.

- About Drupal
- Features
- Hosting
- Events
- Screenshots
- Demo
- Paid services
- Jobs

**Drupal 6.14 and 5.20 released**

**Drupal Security Team** - September 16, 2009 - 19:45

Drupal 6.14 and 5.20, maintenance releases fixing problems reported using the bug tracking system, as well as **critical security vulnerabilities**, are now available for download. Both releases fix some other smaller issues as well.

**Upgrading your existing Drupal 5 and 6 sites is strongly recommended.** There are no new features in these releases. For more information about the Drupal 6.x release series, consult the [Drupal 6.0 release announcement](#), more information on the 5.x releases can be found in [Drupal 5.0 release announcement](#).

[Read more](#)

**France 24 migrates to Drupal 6, codebase to be open-sourced**

**Lescildre** - November 5, 2009 - 13:26

**France 24** is a public 24/7 international news channel broadcast in three languages: French, English and Arabic. Its mission is to cover international current events from a French perspective and to convey French values throughout the world. The channel can be watched or listened to through its official website or via its radio programming. France24 is part of the AEF (the "Audiovisuel Extérieur de la France" or French International Audiovisual) network.

France24 has chosen to migrate to Drupal 6, and is in the process of open-sourcing its codebase.

**Drupal showcase** - Drupal 6.x

[Read more](#)
Sitawati Maya Dewi

RABOBANK 2010
Source: www.youtube.com
Leader Rabobank, 2010, steeds dichterbij

Today at 8:33am · Share · Report

Vayz Amadeus
tolong minta informasi orang yang bernama "icha telya ginting",,,,
October 18 at 7:20am · Report

Indar Prast
haiii semua
dari ptk nich pingin gabung juga!
October 16 at 3:08pm · Report

Bud Chen
Haali Guys,Salam Sejahtera,perkenalkan,Sy dr Staff Back Office Processing cab.Plb Say, pokoke lam knal smuanya y,Tq,,GB
October 3 at 4:16pm · Report

Bud Chen
intermezo guys,03 – 10 – 09;Selamat Menempuh Hidup Baru bwt Aryanto Susanto (BO unit Staff cab.Plb IBP)Selamat Berbahagia,GB
October 3 at 4:11pm · Report

Steven Loeffler
Hello my fellow Rabobankers! Greeting from California's RNA!
August 30 at 6:03pm · Report

Catherine Lioni
Td pada ikt fun bike n donor darah ga ya??
August 9 at 9:37am · Report

Brae Grensky
I am proud to work for such a wonderful company.
Greetings to all my international co-workers.
August 1 at 5:13am · Report

Freddy Sulu
WORKED UP EVERYBODY!!! I'm Freddy – JTL.NSS@TNA RII IT FORTRESS; "LET'S GET CONNECTED"
June 25 at 7:37am · Report
And how do we proceed?
5 do’s & dont’s for 2010
let’s run through the don’ts first
Welcome to UBS.

UBS is one of the world's leading financial firms. And we operate in two locations. Everywhere, and right next to you.
We are providers of affordable professional web design & development services

**Web design**
By embracing current standards and utilising the latest technologies we create highly engaging cross-browser compatible websites that work for your business.

**Web development**
We offer bespoke web application development; from basic content management systems through to robust ecommerce solutions.

**Print design**
We can provide:
- Branding & corporate identity/logo design
- Corporate stationery
- Flyers, leaflets & brochures
- Exhibition stands
- Magazine & newspaper adverts

We will help you take the guesswork out of designing, implementing, hosting and promoting a web solution you are proud of.

Whether you are looking to develop your first website or need help improving your existing website, we possess both the design and technical skills needed to ensure success.

---

Telephone: 01606 476 91
ginspire is a trading name of Paradigm Software (UK) Ltd, Northwich, Cheshire © 2009

---

Puzzles ..
GlobalLogic services designed for your company's specific requirements:
- Product Engineering
- Business Advisory
- Technology Advisory
- Version 1.0

GlobalLogic delivers software product vertical innovation:
- Business Intelligence
- Mobile / Wireless
- Healthcare
- Media & Entertainment
- Embedded
- OSS
- Retail
- VoIP

Why GlobalLogic?
- Version 1.0 Innovation
- Global Engineering Centers
- Time-to-Market Reduced by 30%
- Software Product Expertise
- Company Lifecycle Specialization
- Distributed Agile Leadership
- Sequoia Capital Backing

Client Testimonials

The key to our collaborative approach is finding partners that have an in-depth understanding of how our platform architecture and functionality must evolve to allow us to not just participate within the mobility ecosystem, but drive it for tomorrow's always-available, anywhere, anytime enriched voice, video, and data mobile services. GlobalLogic has this understanding.
- CEO, NextPoint.

Press Releases

- MAKE Technologies and GlobalLogic Partner to Deliver a Modernization Solution for Software Products ...more
  October 20, 2009

- GlobalLogic Ranks High Among Top 15 Global R&D Service Providers ...more
  September 16, 2009

Awards

GlobalLogic Velocity™ Named Most Innovative Distributed Agile Platform
INFOWORLD

Media Coverage

GlobalLogic Named Top 3 Technology Employer in Ukraine
HEWITT
Seo Packages

It's crunch time with today's economy and everyone is feeling the pinch. With this in mind we have created an exclusive program to get your website and drive it to the top of the search engines. We will personally walk you through the entire process.

- **SEO**
  - Keyword Discovery and Research
  - Up to 3 Target Keywords
  - Market Research
  - Competitor Research
  - Meta, Alt and Text Tag Creation
  - Bi-weekly SE Position reports
  - Text Rewrites
  - One on One Bi-weekly Consultation

- **SEO / Marketing**
  - Keyword Discovery and Research
  - Up to 5 Target Keywords
  - Market Research / Niche and affiliate
  - Competitor Research / Multiple Markets
  - Meta, Alt and Text Tag Creation
  - Daily SE Position reports
  - Text Rewrites with Monthly updates and Unique Content
  - One on One Bi-weekly Consultation

- **SEO Marketing / Networking**
  - Keyword Discovery and Research
  - Up to 10 Target Keywords
  - Market Research / Niche and affiliate
  - Authority Sites
  - Competitor Research / Multiple Markets
  - Meta, Alt and Text Tag Creation
  - Inner linking Strategies
  - Daily SE Position and Stats report
  - Text Rewrites with Bi-Weekly updates and Unique Content
  - One on One Weekly Consultation
  - Up to 200 Targeted links from authority sites
  - Landing Page Layout Consultation
  - Analytics and Tracking
  - Conversion tracking
  - Article Marketing

300.00 Set Up Fee
100.00 Monthly with one-year commitment
FREE MEETING WITH ALL NEW CUSTOMERS
"creating exciting and original ideas"

Design

Constratega creates innovative, eye catching and contemporary design for our clients that embraces the spectrum of marketing and communications channels either as a complementary suite or as stand alone initiatives.

The process is simple. We listen to what our clients are trying to achieve. We examine the current client proposition in relation to its competitive environment and identify the key and unique aspects and then finally propose the most distinctive way to communicate them.
and the typical corporate website template, for that matter.
simplicity

subtle gradients
shadow to emboss (letterpress)
desktop-like user interfaces
clean illustrations
one page websites
minimalism
Cleane illustrations
Sticky Comics

posted SEPTEMBER 19TH, 2009 in AWESOMENESS, THINGS I NEED. 11 COMMENTS so far

I have a confession to make: I LOVE WEBCOMICS. I subscribe to about 400 RSS feeds; some of them about world news, others about important happenings in the design industry. But I always skip every intelligent, well-written article in my feed and go straight to Natalie Dee in the morning. I also never miss a Questionable Content comic. Eventually I get to the heavy stuff, but nothing starts my day out right like a cup of coffee and a good Toothpaste for Dinner. I’m writing today about my new all-time favorite webcomic ever, Sticky Comics.
Hello there!
Folio websites are so last year.

Leftloft
These are the people I work for. We are in Milan and New York City and we — pretty much — kick ass.

Here are some projects I worked on:
Corporate Risk Watch
Pedemontana, Sherpa TV
Rugby World, PD Lombardia.

LinkedIn
For any work related inquiries contact me through LinkedIn.

Last activity from the network:
Mirco Pasqualini is a new connection.

Twitter
Follow me on Twitter. I post design stuff mixed up with some other thoughts.

Last post:

Delicious
Check this out to see cool and possibly interesting stuff that I’ve found on the internet.

Last links posted:

Facebook
By the way if you want to be my friend is not enough to send me a request you’ve gotta come here and hug me.

Last story published:
Daniela Cremaschi wanna know ~*~! Which Lady are me!!!~*~! Answer a few questions and find out! It’s FREAKING accurate!

Less is more
KyleStanding.com
Welcome to Go Glamping, the leading luxury camping directory where you will find yurts, tipis, safari tents, airstream caravans and more... Promote your campsite »

Editor's Picks

Hooting Owl Yurt Holidays, Andalucia

Yurt Holiday, Central Portugal

EcoCamp, Patagonia

Tonke Campers, Netherlands

Beautiful hand-crafted luxury yurts in the wild and tranquil surroundings of Las... read more »

Latest Glamping Holidays

UNIVERSAL KINGDOM »

EUROPE »

Search

Type your search and then hit return

Browse Campsites

Locations | Type | Tags | Recent

Africa (2) |  |  |  
Morocco (1) |  |  |  
Tanzania (1) |  |  |  
Americas (7) |  |  |  
Canada (1) |  |  |  
Chile (2) |  |  |  
Mexic (1) |  |  |  
USA (3) |  |  |  
Asia (1) |  |  |  
India (1) |  |  |  
Europe (18) |  |  |  
Austria (1) |  |  |  
France (7) |  |  |  
Netherlands (2) |  |  |  
Portugal (2) |  |  |  
Spain (5) |  |  |  
Sweden (1) |  |  |  

Clean illustrations
Say goodbye to wasted time.

Hello breathing room.

At E-Systems Organizers, we use our years of on-the-job experience to innovate the way small business does business. We’ll help you identify time-consuming internal inefficiencies that prevent you from reaching your goals. Once identified, we work with you to open doors to fresh operational solutions.

What does that mean for you?

We Ask: ‘What Needs to Be Done?’ and then Help You Do It.

Are you running your business or is your business running you?

Services

We show you how to:
- Maximize your technology to effectively manage your time and tasks
- Use mobile technology to your advantage
- Lighten your daily load and make your
The better way to send estimates + invoices

Sign up now for a 30-day free trial. It takes less than a minute.

Built for Teams
Share, discuss and edit estimates and invoices with your team. Keep track of who sent what to who and ensure that everyone is on the same page.

Sayonara, Email!
No more back-and-forth email threads with clients and co-workers. Ballpark centralizes the discussion within your company as well as with clients.

Instant Payments
Receive payments in moments using PayPal. You’ll receive payments faster, and your clients will love our easy web-based payment system.

Gorgeous Online Invoices
We have the best looking invoices around. Let your clients comment, share, and pay invoices with the click of a button.

Desktop like user interfaces

See Plans and Pricing

Watch a Demo
invisible complexity

transparency
typography (text replacement)
javascript libraries
experimental html5/css3
Our goal was to simplify the voter registration process during the Obama campaign. Silverback was clearly the easiest way to gain true insights into user behavior, and resulted in a successful, more informed site at launch. There is nothing silver about Silverback, all gold in my opinion!

so says Scott Thomas of Obama for America | Next testimonial |

Clearleft presents

Silverback
Spontaneous, unobtrusive usability testing software for designers and developers.

- Capture screen activity
- Video the participant’s reactions
- Record the participant’s voice
- Add chapter markers on the fly
- Control recording with the remote
- Export to Quicktime

Download
FREE FOR 30 DAYS

Purchase
$49.95
10% of all profits go to save the gorillas

Silverback requires Mac OS X (10.4 or 10.5)

TRANSPARENCY
ELSEWHERE

**NaNoDrawMo Animals**  I'm participating in (and hopefully completing) Steven Frank's "50 drawings in 30 days" challenge.  

**Textorize**  Subpixel typesetting for the web.  

**BitFontMaker**  Build custom pixel fonts, right in your browser. See also, the far superior **FontStruct**.  

**Accessibility Black Hole**  Looks like the aforementioned Chrome Frame isn't all rainbows and unicorns. The Internet once again confirms, reality is the greatest killjoy. (via)  


TWEETIE2 & LESSN

*Posted October 12th, 2009 at 2:53 pm*

LESSN'GO

*Posted September 14th, 2009 at 4:07 pm*

QUIETEQUE (IDIOTEQUE)

*Posted September 10th, 2009 at 6:50 pm*

AGAIN

*Posted September 3rd, 2009 at 9:33 am*

A WAVE BY ANY OTHER TITLE

*Posted August 24th, 2009 at 4:17 pm*
MacHeist nanoBundle

We like to think of our job as helping introduce the great indie software out there to you guys, the Mac users. Over the past 3 years, between heist prize apps and discounted software bundles, we’ve distributed over 4 million software licenses to hundreds of thousands of Mac users around the world.

But as we stared at this year’s bundle, thinking of ways to reach as many Mac users as we could with this collection of amazing apps, we had a crazy idea. The kind of idea that at first seems preposterous. An idea that involved just this once, removing the only hurdle’s price.

Say hello to the MacHeist nanoBundle. It’s the same bundle of quality Mac software that you know and love, but for just $154. Or, better yet, FREE for a limited time.

CSS3 ANIMATIONS
My body is incompatible with Earth.

It has a daily sleep-wake cycle that lasts about 28 hours instead of 24 hours, which means each day I stay awake about four hours longer than most people. In the middle of the week, I sometimes find myself waking up at 11PM and going to bed in the early afternoon the next day. When I was younger, people thought I was insane. The only thing I remember of elementary school is being tired.
Welcome

Biola University is a nationally ranked private Christian university located in Southern California.

For some quick information on Biola, visit our online fact sheet. If you would like to apply online, start your application today! Let us know if you have any questions.

What's Happening

Biola Bound
Think you live too far away to visit Biola University? Biola just made it easier to drop by for the weekend.

University Day
Bring your high school son or daughter to Biola and join us on this exclusive visit opportunity.

Intercultural Studies Visit Day
Are you interested in the Intercultural Studies Major? Check out this visit day planned with you in mind.

Featured

Eleven current students share their college experiences and answer your questions about coming to Biola.

Visit Biola Blogs »

Video IM Biola
Schedule a video appointment with your Admissions Counselor on AIM. Set up an appointment »
Abu Dhabi: Day two

Features
Tue 10 Nov 2009, 10:43PM

Play video

Robinho staying put confirms Cook

Khaldoon witnesses first training session on new pitch
Powerful Email Marketing

Forever Free Pricing Plan.
Loved by more than 175,000 users.

SIGN UP FREE
VIEW A DEMO

Our Free Email Marketing Plan
Store up to 500 subscribers
Send up to 3,000 emails a month

Top-Rated Social Media Tool

"Featuring integration with WordPress, Twitter, Salesforce and more, MailChimp is the list manager of choice for an impressive list of heavyweights including Mozilla, Intel, Canon, Fujitsu, Staples and more."

— Barb Dybwad, Mashable

CALL TO ACTION
arty

dark

grunge

sketch & hand drawn
typography

wood

magazine layout

retro

horizontal website

think outside the browser
Hello, my name is Justin. I’m a graphic & web designer.

FEATURED WORK

Mito Media Site
Cypher13 was working with Mito on their new brand and website, they called me up to plug in a few wires.

LATEST BLOG
NOV.03.09
Alien Bees and Pocket Wizards
It sounds like a sci-fi/fantasy movie title doesn't it? That’s pretty much what it looks like anyway at my house. Last week I went a little crazy and picked up a set of 3 pocket wizards, another speedlight stands and umbrellas, and the fiber cool...
This is the weblog of Jesús Rodríguez Velasco. Here you will find a veritable panoply of literary, visual and aural diversions related (or not) to academic pursuits, arcane (or simply dusty) vagaries and very earnest but most likely misguided contemporary concerns.

It is a repository of ongoing research, a forum for learned (and not so learned) minutiae, and a treasure trove of (possibly) worthless intellectual trinkets.
Welcome to my new site!

Gary's latest status update:

Watch the gig live online tonight!
Tune in to www.theregaloog.com now!

4 days ago

Wayside - LIVE
Recorded Live at The Rainbow, B'ham, UK.

This House
Title track from the recent limited edition EP release.

Like My Father
Guy Massey Mix

Collage
OUR HEARTS BEAT LOUDER

We're hugely passionate about the web.

We're in love with the web. It's in our blood. We believe it's our duty to bring the web community together to learn, converse and connect. This is how we do it.

**BLOGGING ABOUT THE WEB**

**WORKSHOPS FOR WEB PEOPLE**

**EVENTS FOR WEB PROFESSIONALS**

**FOWA** FUTURE OF WEB APPLICATIONS™

**FOWD** FUTURE OF WEB DESIGN™

*Typography*
Hello, my name is Mike and welcome to the things we make. I dabble in Graphic Design, Illustration, Brand & Identity, Web Design and Photography. This is my online home.

Hello & Welcome!

The things we make is the online home of me Mike Kus. Here you can view my portfolio, check out my sketchbook and photobook. I'll also keep you up to date with projects I'm working on and anything else I think you might want to hear about. Please feel free to have a good look around!

Featured Work

OUR HEARTS BEAT LOUDER

DEVDOCS

WE BUILT A MOBILE WEB
HELLO PEOPLE

My name is Alex Buga, I’m the Creative Director of MB Dragar - (True) Interactive Agency and this is my homepage.

I recently sold the design of my blog to a museum, and now I’m planning something cooler. But until then, you can enjoy my Flickr feed.

Thanks, and trust it’s worth the wait :)

OUTSIDE THE BROWSER
Welcome to Pastorant!

Please take a look around to learn more about the restaurant, the food we serve and the people who enjoy it. Be sure to check out the Menu section for our most recent food and wine selection and the Contacts page for ways to get in touch with us.

Thank you for stopping by!
The Pastorant Team

Past events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 22, 2009</td>
<td>Pastorant Presents Jun Yoshida/Thursday Night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 15, 2009</td>
<td>Pastorant Presents Jun Yoshida/Thursday Night</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For reservations:

981 44 82

Hours of Operation:

11:00 - 22:30h

Sofia, 16 Tzar Asen Str.

info@pastorant.eu
bigger picture

every page is your homepage

social chunks

websites are/become part of SN’s

think outside the desktop
icons

- Fam fam set
  A web classic and used everywhere on everything! Clear icons, 16x16px only.

- Icon Base
  Regularly updated with fresh content from the sharpest icon designers. Free downloads, but check the licenses!

- Icon Finder
  Need an icon asap??? Icon Finder is your first stop. All free downloads, correct wording is essential however!

- Free icons web
  Over 15,000 icons all available for free. As always check any licenses that maybe attached when you download.

freelance jobs

- Freelance switch
  The first stop when on the hunt for freelance web jobs. Member service, forum and insightful articles as well.

- Freelancers.net
  An invaluable resource for finding freelance jobs in the UK.

- Programmer / Designer
  A base where programmers look for designers to help them with their projects, and vice versa.

- 37 signals gig board
  Freelance jobs for both designers and developers. Created by the guys who brought you Basecamp, among other things.

online mags

- Colour lovers
  Finding a palette hard to come by? Colour Lovers offers millions of ideas on a community based website.

- Feed my app
  Useful resource for finding web applications that may make your life that little bit easier.

- 9 rules
  A forum based community for web designers and developers, to engage, discuss and promote good web design.

- Think vitamin
  Vitamin is a resource for web designers, developers and entrepreneurs. Daily insightful articles on everything web!

- CSS artillery
  CSS Artillery, showcase of web standards state-of-the-art & inspirational websites from all around the globe.

- CSS Glance
  Big bold thumbnails. Great for quickly flicking through the extensive gallery.

- Unique css
  Judges select 8 finalist designs per month, you get to vote for your favourite and the winner receives a cash prize!

- CSS burst
  CSS Burst is a dedicated designer resource displaying innovative designs that are 100% CSS compliant.
Every page footer is your homepage
webdesign in 2010 is all about ..
simplicity
invisible complexity
big & bold
art & creativity
the bigger picture
Inspired by Benjamin Moore Cedar Green 2034-40 and Mark Chamberlain
Tijs Vrolix
@tijs on Twitter

tijs@vrolix.eu